Brivaracetam: review of its pharmacology and potential use as adjunctive therapy in patients with partial onset seizures
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Abstract: Brivaracetam (BRV), a high-affinity synaptic vesicle protein 2A ligand, reported to be 10–30-fold more potent than levetiracetam (LEV), is highly effective in a wide range of experimental models of focal and generalized seizures. BRV and LEV similarly bind to synaptic vesicle protein 2A, while differentiating for other pharmacological effects; in fact, BRV does not inhibit high voltage Ca²⁺ channels and AMPA receptors as LEV. Furthermore, BRV apparently exhibits inhibitory activity on neuronal voltage-gated sodium channels playing a role as a partial antagonist. BRV is currently waiting for approval both in the United States and the European Union as adjunctive therapy for patients with partial seizures. In patients with photosensitive epilepsy, BRV showed a dose-dependent effect in suppressing or attenuating the photoparoxysmal response. In well-controlled trials conducted to date, adjunctive BRV demonstrated efficacy and good tolerability in patients with focal epilepsy. BRV has a linear pharmacokinetic profile. BRV is extensively metabolized and excreted by urine (only 8%–11% unchanged). The metabolites of BRV are inactive, and hydrolysis of the acetamide group is the mainly involved metabolic pathway; hepatic impairment probably requires dose adjustment. BRV does not seem to influence other antiepileptic drug plasma levels. Six clinical trials have so far been completed indicating that BRV is effective in controlling seizures when used at doses between 50 and 200 mg/d. The drug is generally well-tolerated with only mild-to-moderate side effects; this is confirmed by the low discontinuation rate observed in these clinical studies. The most common side effects are related to central nervous system and include fatigue, dizziness, and somnolence; these apparently disappear during treatment. In this review, we analyzed BRV, focusing on the current evidences from experimental animal models to clinical studies with particular interest on potential use in clinical practice. Finally, pharmacological properties of BRV are summarized with a description of its pharmacokinetics, safety, and potential known drug–drug interactions.
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Introduction
Although about two-thirds of patients with epilepsy (PWE) treated with antiepileptic drugs (AEDs) reach seizure-freedom, about one-third remains drug-resistant to the current therapies.¹ Despite the introduction of new AEDs with a better pharmacokinetic and safety profile compared to old generation AEDs, today, one of the major causes of failure of antiepileptic treatment is poor adherence often due to occurrence of adverse drug reactions (ADRs), leading up to 25% of patients to discontinue treatment before the achievement of effective doses and with a consequent increase of health care costs.²,³

During the last 25 years, many efforts have been directed to the development of new AEDs with different mechanisms of action able to reduce brain hyperexcitability; recently considerable interest has been focused on synaptic vesicle protein 2A (SV2A)
and its role as a target for AEDs. The first drug of this new class approved for epilepsy is levetiracetam (LEV), and from this lead compound, several racetam analogs have been synthesized.

Based on target-drug program, brivaracetam (BRV) (2S)-2-[(4R)-2-oxo-4-propylpyrrolidinyl]butanamide, an n-propyl analog of LEV has been identified and has entered clinical trials for PWE; it is an SV2A ligand with high selectivity and a 10–30-fold higher potency, depending on the experimental conditions, when compared to LEV.

The purpose of this review is to present updated data available on the pharmacology, efficacy, and tolerability of BRV. We have conducted a systematic search in the PubMed and Cochrane Library databases up to August 14, 2015 summarizing all relevant data for efficacy, safety, and tolerability of BRV in the treatment of partial-onset seizure.

**BRV mechanism of action and summary of its efficacy in experimental animal models of epilepsy**

BRV has been widely studied in in vivo models of epilepsy. Although the correlation between SV2A binding and anticonvulsant potency in animal models has been previously demonstrated, the role of SV2A in neurotransmission still remains unclear. In fact, even if it has been established that SV2A protein is involved in normal synaptic vesicle function, the exact mechanism of synaptic vesicle cycling regulation and neurotransmitter release remains unknown.

Several preclinical studies have demonstrated that BRV is more potent and efficacious than LEV in animal models of both focal and generalized epilepsy. In particular, in fully amygdala-kindled rats, BRV induced a significant suppression in motor-seizure severity from a dose of 21.2 mg/kg, whereas LEV caused a similar effect from a dose of 170 mg/kg. BRV also significantly reduced the after-discharge duration at the highest dose tested (212.3 mg/kg), whereas LEV was inactive on this parameter up to 1,700 mg/kg. Moreover, BRV protected significantly against both partial and generalized seizures in fully amygdala-kindled mice resistant to phenytoin (effective dose \( \text{ED}_{50} \): 68.3 mg/kg, intraperitoneal [IP]). Recently, it has been demonstrated that BRV has a higher brain permeability than LEV, with consequently more rapid onset of action after acute dosing in audiogenic mice; this fast onset of action might also have a potential clinical relevance for the treatment of status epilepticus or cluster seizures.

Another study confirmed the protective activity of BRV against kindled seizures with focal seizure threshold and significantly severity significantly modified. Furthermore, a recent study, using a rapid kindling model in P14, P21, P28, and P60 rats, has evaluated two doses of BRV 10 and 100 mg/kg, demonstrating that BRV 100 mg/kg significantly increased the after-discharge threshold at all ages, whereas BRV 10 mg/kg increased after-discharge threshold in P60, P28, and P21 rats. BRV also reduced the after-discharge duration, achieving statistical significance with 10 and 100 mg/kg at P60 and with 100 mg/kg, at P21. At P60, BRV increases the number of stimulations required to reach stage 4–5 seizures in a dose-dependent manner. At P28 and P21, BRV increased the number of stimulations required to develop stage 4–5 seizures in a dose-dependent manner, with almost complete elimination of stage 4–5 seizures. Moreover, BRV showed a marked synergism with diazepam to reduce seizure duration in self-sustained status epilepticus induced by stimulation of the perforant path. A recent study has evaluated the antiseizure and antymyoclonic activities of BRV in comparison to LEV in an animal model of posthypoxic myoclonus, showing higher efficacy of BRV (0.3 mg/kg) than LEV (3 mg/kg) against posthypoxic seizures.

Furthermore, recent experiments conducted in transgenic mice with Alzheimer’s disease supported an adjunctive and peculiar role of BRV that not only revealed an efficacy against spike-wave discharges similar to ethosuximide, but it showed the ability to reverse memory impairment, thus extending the potential spectrum of action of this new AED.

In addition to SV2A block, BRV also exhibits inhibitory activity on neuronal voltage-gated sodium channels (VGSC) playing a role as a partial antagonist, as has been reported for other AEDs. In particular, experimental studies on primary cortical cultures have demonstrated that BRV is able to prolong the sodium channel time recovery from fast inactivation, and this effect could reduce the availability of sodium channel during high-frequency repetitive firing. Even if this data has been refuted by another recent experimental study that has showed that this VGSC inhibition does not impair sustained repetitive firing in neurons of neuroblastoma cells, this is an important aspect, which deserves to be better clarified, since the lack of effect of BRV to reduce neuronal excitability by blocking high repetitive firing in neurons might exclude that the modulation of VGSC contributes to antiseizure effects of BRV.

**Pharmacokinetic profile of BRV**

BRV presents a favorable pharmacokinetic profile, linear and predictable, with low intersubject variability and almost...
100% bioavailability. The pharmacokinetic properties of BRV have been studied in healthy adult volunteers, in the elderly, in patients with PWE, and in those with hepatic or renal impairment. The pharmacokinetic differences in elderly subjects compared to healthy volunteers are not so important as to require any dose adjustment.

Absorption of BRV is unaffected by the presence of food, including high fat meals; after oral administration, BRV is rapidly absorbed by the gastrointestinal tract, and displays linear and dose-proportional profile over the dose range tested. Its distribution volume is close to total body water (Vd=0.5 L/kg), and it binds weakly to plasma proteins (17.5%). Its terminal half-life is ~9 hours. Saliva and plasma BRV levels are highly correlated, BRV crosses the mucosa by passive diffusion, therefore, the saliva concentration of BRV is correlated with plasma concentration. It is possible to speculate that saliva might be a suitable sample for monitoring BRV levels when blood sampling could be a limiting factor.

BRV is extensively metabolized through several metabolic pathways and is fully excreted by urine (only 8%–11% remains unchanged). BRV is eliminated primarily by metabolism, with the major metabolic pathway involving hydrolysis of the acetamide group resulting in formation of an acid metabolite (BRV-AC; 34.2% of a radiolabeled dose in urine). A secondary pathway, mainly mediated by cytochrome P450 (CYP) 2C19, forms a hydroxy metabolite (BRV-OH; 15.9% of dose in urine). A combination of these two pathways leads to the formation of a hydroxyacid metabolite (15.2% of dose in urine); only 8.6% of the dose is recovered as the unchanged compound in urine. All three metabolites of BRV are pharmacologically inactive (unpublished results).

In an open-label study conducted in patients with liver disease, the plasma half-life of BRV was prolonged up to 17.4 hours in correlation with the severity of hepatic impairment; however, the exposure to BRV is increased by 50%–60% in patients with hepatic impairment, irrespective of severity classified by Child–Pugh score. These data suggest that the maximum daily dose of BRV might be reduced by one-third in patients with hepatic impairment.

In severe renal impairment, the exposure to a single oral dose of 200 mg BRV not requiring dialysis (creatinine clearance <15 mL/min), and renal clearance of three metabolites (acid, hydroxy, and hydroxyacid), was decreased 10-fold in patients with severe renal impairment. Nevertheless, there are data showing a toxicological coverage for metabolites, without the evidence of any safety issues (UCB data file).

Based on these observations, a dose adjustment for BRV should not be required at any stage of renal dysfunction. No data are currently available for pediatric population.

**Efficacy of BRV in PWE: effect on partial seizures**

The efficacy of BRV as add-on therapy in patients with uncontrolled partial seizures has been assessed in six randomized placebo-controlled clinical trials (Table 1).

In the first two studies, BRV as adjunctive therapy in adult patients with partial epilepsy and poor control with 1–2 concomitant AEDs, at different doses (5, 20, 50, and 50–150 mg/d) has been evaluated. French et al reported a statistically significant reduction of seizure frequency achieved at the 50 mg/d dose, with high tolerability and infrequent ADRs. In particular, the percentage reduction over placebo in focal seizure frequency/week was directly correlated to BRV dose, respectively 9.8% at 5 mg/d, 14.9% at 20 mg/d, and 22.1% at 50 mg/d, with a median percent reduction from baseline in seizure frequency/week of 21.7% (placebo), 29.9% (BRV5), 42.6% (BRV20), and 53.1% (BRV50); responder rates were 16.7% (placebo), 32.0% (BRV5), 44.2% (BRV20), and 55.8% (BRV50); seizure freedom rates during the 7-week treatment period were 1.9% (placebo), 8.0% (BRV5), 7.7% (BRV20), and 7.7% (BRV50). On the other hand, higher doses of BRV would not seem to be more effective, in fact, Van Paesschen et al did not find significant differences in seizure frequency reduction between BRV 50 and 150 mg/d during the 7-week maintenance period. In particular, the median seizure frequency/week was 1.00, 1.96, and 1.86 in the group treated with BRV 50 mg/d, BRV 150 mg/d, and placebo, respectively. The reduction in baseline-adjusted seizure frequency/week over placebo during the maintenance period was 14.7% in the BRV 50 mg/d group and was 13.6% in the BRV 150 mg/d group; however, a significant difference over placebo was observed on several secondary efficacy outcomes (10 weeks combined up-titration and maintenance period). In fact, after the 10-week treatment period, the median seizure frequency/week was 1.10, 2.05, and 1.95 in the BRV 50 mg/d, BRV 150 mg/d, and placebo groups, respectively. In the maintenance period, 50% responder rates were 23.1% for placebo compared with 39.6% for BRV50 and 33.3% for BRV150. During the treatment period, 50% responder rates were 17.3% for placebo compared with 35.8% for BRV50 and 30.8% for BRV150. Nine patients were seizure-free during the 10-week treatment period in the BRV50 group (three in the BRV150 group, only one in the placebo group).
In the study by Ryvlin et al,32 the efficacy and safety/tolerability of BRV (at doses of 20, 50, and 100 mg/d) in patients with uncontrolled partial seizures with/without secondary generalization, despite treatment with one or two concomitant AEDs, was investigated. The percent reduction over placebo in baseline-adjusted seizure frequency/week was 6.8%, 6.5%, and 11.7% in the BRV 20, 50, and 100 mg/d groups, respectively. The percent reduction over placebo in baseline-adjusted seizure frequency/28 days was 9.2% and 20.5% in the BRV 50 and 100 mg/d groups, respectively. Median percent reductions from baseline were 30.0% for BRV 20 mg/d, 26.8% for BRV 50 mg/d, and 32.5% for BRV 100 mg/d in comparison to 17.0% for placebo. Responder rates (≥50%) were 27.3%, 27.3%, and 36.0% for BRV 20, 50, and 100 mg/d, respectively, in comparison to 20.0% for placebo. Based on these results, only BRV 100 mg/d was able to significantly reduce seizure frequency/week over placebo.

Biton et al33 confirmed that BRV efficacy might be dose-related. Indeed, in their randomized placebo-controlled trial, adjunctive BRV at a daily dose of 50 mg significantly decreased seizure frequency, while lower dosages (5 and 20 mg/d) did not achieve significant differences.33 In more detail, the percent reduction in partial-onset seizure frequency/week in comparison to placebo was −0.9% (P=0.885) for BRV 5 mg/d, 4.1% (P=0.492) for BRV 20 mg/d, and 12.8% (P=0.025) for BRV 50 mg/d; in the BRV 50 mg/d group, statistical significance was also observed for the ≥50% responder rate (BRV 32.7% vs placebo 16.7%) and median percent reduction from baseline in focal seizure frequency/week (BRV 30.5% vs placebo 17.8%).

Recently a randomized, multicenter, double-blind Phase III trial was conducted by Klein et al34 to evaluate the efficacy and the safety profile of BRV at fixed doses of 100–200 mg/d in adult patients with refractory partial onset seizures. Responder rate was 21.6% for placebo group, 38.9% for BRV 100 mg/d, and 37.8% for BRV 200 mg/d; the percent reduction of partial onset seizures in 28-day frequency was 22.8% for BRV 100 mg and 23.2% for BRV 200 mg.

Interestingly, BRV has been shown to be effective in generalized seizures as well. Kwan et al35 conducted a double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled trial investigating the safety and tolerability profile of adjunctive BRV (at individualized tailored doses ranging from 20 to 150 mg/d) in patients with partial or generalized refractory epilepsies. The percent of reduction of focal seizure frequency/week in the BRV group in comparison to placebo was 7.3%, while only in the generalized seizures group, the number of seizure days/week decreased from 1.42 at baseline to 0.63 during the treatment period in BRV-treated patients (n=36), and from 1.47 at baseline to 1.26 during the treatment period in the placebo group (n=13).35 The median percent reduction in baseline-adjusted seizure frequency/week was 26.9% BRV.

### Table 1: Randomized controlled trials for BRV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trial</th>
<th>Design (type of trial)</th>
<th>Number of patients treated with BRV</th>
<th>BRV range</th>
<th>Responder rates ≥50%</th>
<th>Median percent reductions from baseline in seizure frequency/week</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>French et al30</td>
<td>RCT double-blind vs placebo</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>5–50 mg/d</td>
<td>32.0% for BRV 5 mg/d</td>
<td>29.9% for BRV 5 mg/d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Paesschen et al31</td>
<td>RCT double-blind vs placebo</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>50–150 mg/d</td>
<td>30.8% for BRV 150 mg/d</td>
<td>28.3% for BRV 150 mg/d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryvlin et al32</td>
<td>RCT double-blind vs placebo</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>20–100 mg/d</td>
<td>27.3% for BRV 20 mg/d</td>
<td>30.0% for BRV 20 mg/d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biton et al33</td>
<td>RCT double-blind vs placebo</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>5–50 mg/d</td>
<td>36.0% for BRV 100 mg/d</td>
<td>32.5% for BRV 100 mg/d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kwan et al35</td>
<td>RCT double-blind vs placebo</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>Flexible doses</td>
<td>30.3% in BRV groups</td>
<td>26.9% in BRV groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klein et al34</td>
<td>RCT double-blind vs placebo</td>
<td>760</td>
<td>Fixed doses</td>
<td>38.9% for BRV 100 mg/d</td>
<td>22.8% for BRV 100 mg/d</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** RCT, randomized clinical trials; BRV, brivaracetam.
As demonstrated in healthy males, a twice-daily dosing regimen could be a good clinical practice to reduce blood fluctuations and peak, which might influence the appearance of adverse events. No effects on cardiac function were reported even at very high daily dosages (up to 800 mg/d).

No data about fertility and/or potential teratogenic effect of BRV in humans are currently available; however, no adverse effects were detected up to the highest tested oral dose of 400 mg/kg/d on fertility, and no effects on pregnancy or fetal development at 600 mg/d were observed in animals. Seizure aggravation or the appearance of new generalized seizures was rare: three studies reported this adverse event, occurring in similar proportions between placebo and treated group (4.3% vs 5.2%, \( P=0.67 \)).

In the above-reported five randomized clinical trials, 1,639 subjects were included in an intention-to-treat analysis (1,214 treated with BRV and 425 with placebo). No differences were observed in the proportion of subjects experiencing at least one adverse event (65.5% with BRV vs 60.5% with placebo, \( P=0.10 \)). Most events were mild to moderate; actually, comprehensive withdrawal rate due to adverse events was quite low and similar in BRV and placebo arms (5.4% with BRV vs 4.2% with placebo, \( P=0.37 \)). Serious adverse events were quite rare and equally distributed (2.9% with BRV vs 4.4% with placebo, \( P=0.16 \)). Adverse events that were observed in at least 5% of subjects in either group are listed in Table 2. The proportion of patients reporting fatigue and somnolence was significantly higher in BRV group compared to placebo (Table 2). Irritability was reported in three studies only, and it was present in a small proportion of subjects (3% receiving BRV, 1% receiving placebo, \( P=0.36 \)).

**Known drug–drug interactions**

Because of its advantageous pharmacokinetic profile, BRV treatment does not appear to influence plasma concentrations of other AEDs such as carbamazepine, lamotrigine, LEV, oxcarbazepine, topiramate, or valproic acid. However, carbamazepine plasma levels are slightly reduced by coadministration of BRV (400 mg/d), while levels of carbamazepine-epoxide are increased in a dose-dependent manner. This increase of plasma concentration of carbamazepine-epoxide is the result of inhibition by BRV of epoxide hydrolase that metabolizes carbamazepine-epoxide into carbamazepine-diol.

High doses of BRV (400 mg/d) cause a moderate decrease of ethinylestradiol and levonorgestrel plasma levels (components of oral contraceptives) but this posological range
BRV adverse events observed during five clinical trials and their incidence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adverse event</th>
<th>BRV (n=1,214)</th>
<th>Placebo (n=425)</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dizziness, n (%)</td>
<td>66/1,214 (5.4%)</td>
<td>18/425 (4.2%)</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatigue, n (%)</td>
<td>84/1,214 (6.9%)</td>
<td>15/425 (3.5%)</td>
<td>0.01*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headache, n (%)</td>
<td>141/1,214 (12%)</td>
<td>55/425 (13%)</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somnolence, n (%)</td>
<td>122/1,214 (10%)</td>
<td>25/425 (5.8%)</td>
<td>0.03*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastrointestinal symptoms (nausea, vomiting, diarrhea), n (%)</td>
<td>82/1,060 (7.7%)</td>
<td>28/371 (7.5%)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: *P<0.05 (significantly different from placebo group). Data were obtained from previously published data in clinical trials.30-35

Abbreviation: BRV, brivaracetam.

Conclusion

BRV is a novel AED whose efficacy in partial epilepsies has been studied and established in five randomized controlled trials;30-35 furthermore, two recent meta-analyses have confirmed significant effects for BRV in patients with refractory partial seizures.29,43

Considering that BRV shares part of its mechanism of action with LEV and that its ability to inhibit VGSC (still debated) is in common with several other AEDs, it will be very intriguing to see how this drug will behave in real-life clinical practice. Accordingly, it could be hypothesized that BRV might possess at least the same effectiveness as LEV. Based on this hypothesis, BRV may be reasonably considered as a valuable add-on AED in patients with partial seizures, also considering its suggested good tolerability. However, specific studies are needed to confirm its efficacy in specific epileptic syndromes, for example, a decreased expression of SV2A in the hippocampus of patients with temporal lobe epilepsy with hippocampal sclerosis has been documented and might represent a pharmacoresistance mechanism in some cases; however, LEV has been reported to be effective.44,45 In addition, because of its good safety and pharmacokinetic profile, BRV might be ideal for use in monotherapy, as previously demonstrated for LEV.46

Finally, few studies have been performed, and more randomized double-blind studies are needed to confirm these considerations and to demonstrate if BRV might really confirm its promises and become a new tool for epileptologists.
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